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Strategic Operational
Risk Management

(SORM) 

Introduction

Operational risk is ever present in all activities. However, its 
presence as a strategic issue only emerges after a catastrophic 
operational failure. Boards of directors and senior managers 
almost universally concentrate on delivering targets and results 
and it is inevitable that the eye is taken off the safety or operational 
control ball. The great assumption is always that those charged 
with preventing catastrophe firstly know what they are doing, and 
secondly are actually doing it.

This is not to say that top management should be in continuous 
gridlock worrying about the possibility of disaster, but that proper 
engagement by the board and top management with these issues is 
often lacking and needs attention. The penalty for not doing so can 
be dire and there are many examples (some of which will be 
explored on the course) such as BP’s litany of failures in Alaska, 
Texas City and of course the Gulf of Mexico. Other examples 
include the collapse of Barings Bank, other major rogue trading 
incidents, the recall of millions of cars by Toyota, the scandal 
affecting News International and a multitude of major transport 
disasters.

This programme is entitled “strategic” operational risk 
management because the above examples demonstrate that a 
catastrophic operational failure can result in strategic implications 
for the ongoing viability of an organisation – at the least a 
significant fall in market value, possibly accompanied by loss of 
key executives and board members, and at the worst, complete 
failure of the organisation.  We have updated this programme and 
now devote a whole session to project risk management which is 
a key area for all organisations with ongoing changes being 
implemented.

Who Should Attend

CEO’s, their direct reports and other C-Suite managers including 
Chief Financial Officers, Corporate Treasurers, Chief Operating 
Officers, Chief Risk/Safety Officers, Chief Internal Auditors, Chief 
Compliance Officers, Chief Communications and Technology 
Officers.

Programme Objectives

At the end of the programme, participants will be able to 
•  Understand inverse risk logic and the meaning of critical   
 vulnerability 
•  Ensure their organisation receives a comprehensive and   
 effective critical vulnerability review 
•  Understand the real meanings of “catastrophe”, “risk appetite”  
 and “risk tolerance” and their relationship to the critical   
 vulnerability review 
•  Focus the work of the risk control functions (risk management,  
 internal audit, health and safety, compliance) better to serve the  
 needs of the executive and the board 
•  Improve the quality of debate about risk at the highest levels in  
 the organisation 
•  Ensure an effective Level 2 risk monitoring system is effected in  
 the company

Programme Format and Methodology

This cross cutting two day programme puts forward an effective 
framework (“inverse risk logic”) for strategic operational risk 
management which will allow an organisation to manage the 
possibility of catastrophe by striking a sensible balance between 
complete laisse faire on the one hand, and over-control and micro 
management on the other. In a nutshell, the method requires the 
right level of detailed analysis of potential disasters to uncover, 
before disaster strikes, all those issues the board and top 
management really would not want to find out about after it is too 
late. Whilst this is obvious and clear, actually doing it requires 
organisational discipline and a systematic framework. And of 
course, if it were so simple, corporate catastrophe would never 
occur!

The approach is highly interactive and participative using a 
mixture of presentations of the key principles, studies of real cases 
and classroom exercises to illustrate the points being made. There 
will be an in depth look at one of BP’s catastrophic operational 
failures of the last few years (the Texas City Refinery explosion) 
and a large scale classroom exercise analysing a fictitious 
business so as to allow hand on experience of a critical 
vulnerability review and implementation of effective operational 
risk management and monitoring.

 Dr. David Bobker 
MA, DPhil, ACA, FRM

David Bobker is Head of Risk at the Asian Institute of Finance in Kuala Lumpur where he 
carries out research in risk management and designs and delivers training programmes on 
strategic risk management, governance and internal audit to C-suite managers in major 
organisations. During 2009 and 2010 he was the lead presenter for risk management for Bank 
Negara Malaysia’s directors’ education programme. This unique programme has required all 
directors of Malaysian banks and insurers to attend training on governance and risk 
management.

David has worked as an external auditor and consultant with KPMG and Deloitte, he was 
group head of internal audit for two FTSE100 financial institutions (Alliance & Leicester and 
Norwich Union), and he was a supervisor and policy maker at the UK Building Societies 
Commission (now part of the FSA). For eleven years he ran his own risk consulting and 
training firm. He holds a DPhil in mathematics from Oxford University, he is a UK (ICAEW) 
chartered accountant and holds the GARP FRM qualification.

David’s varied career spans more than three decades. During that time he has himself made 
many mistakes and watched and learned from many others doing so. He has worked for blue 
chip, successful organisations and failed organisations with many fascinating issues worthy 
of study. He is therefore in a unique position to share much valuable life experience during 
his training programmes which balance hard technical aspects with equal emphasis on the 
realities of corporate life.

Your Facilitator

Detailed Programme

Day 1 Day 2

Introduction to the Programme

Case Study: 
BP Texas Oil Refinery explosion -This mega explosion 

in March 2005 had major repercussions for BP, its 

board and Chairman.  Working through this case 

illustrates the key issues in analyzing large scale 

operational risk in business processes. Occurring 5 

years before the Gulf spill emphasizes that lessons 

clearly were not learned.

Operational Risk Within a Strategic Risk 
Management Framework
 Critical vulnerabilities

 Risk management processes

 Process risks

 Internal controls

 The Level 2 control monitoring system

EXERCISE PART 1: participants will conduct the 

strategic analysis of a fictitious business to illustrate 

they key principles.

 

Project Risk Management
Project risk is an important example of operational risk 

with certain specific aspects.

 Three aspects to project

 Management of projects

 Project uncertainty – cultural leap

 Key project risks

 Programmes 

 Modelling uncertainty

 Conclusions

CASE STUDY:  Denver International Airport Baggage 

Handling System.  An excellent example of an over-

complex, over-ambitious project failing with many 

useful learning points. 

Managing Strategic Operational Risk 
 Principle of early warning

 Communication channels

 Key Risk Indicators

 Key Control Performance Indicators

 Data collection 

 Inspection and other Level 2 control processes

 BCP and testing

 Crisis management

EXERCISE PART 2: participants will identify KRI’s 

and early warning indicators and the Level 2 control 

system for the business.

The people aspect of operational risk
 What we learn from disasters

 Warnings ignored

 Poor culture

 Poor communication channels

 Weak board oversight

 Good, bad and incompetent

 Culture review/diagnostics

 Embedding the level 2 control system

 KPI’s and incentives and risk

EXERCISE:  persuading a senior manager of the level 

of risk

Operational Risk Governance
 Board responsibility for operational risk

 Board monitoring and board reporting

 Risk self-assessment and governance

 How to avoid the bureaucratic nightmare

 The role of internal audit

 The operational risk function

CLASSROOM DISCUSSION:  of the issues raised 

during the two days.
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